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POISSON STRUCTURES ON CLOSED MANIFOLDS
SAUVIK MUKHERJEE
Abstract. We prove an h-principle for poisson structures on closed manifolds. Equiva-
lently we prove h-principle for symplectic foliation (singular) on closed manifolds. On open
manifolds however the singularities could be avoided and it is a known result by Fernandes
and Frejlich [7].
1. introduction
In this paper we prove an h-principle for poisson structures on closed manifolds. Similar
results on open manifolds has been proved by Fernandes and Frejlich in [7]. We state their
result below.
Let M2n+q be a C∞-manifold equipped with a co-dimension-q foliation F0 and a 2-form
ω0 such that (ω
n
0 )|TF0 6= 0. Denote by Folq(M) the space of co-dimension-q foliations on
M identified as a subspace of Γ(Gr2n(M)), where Gr2n(M)
pr
→ M is the grassmann bundle,
i.e, pr−1(x) = Gr2n(TxM) and Γ(Gr2n(M)) is the space of sections of Gr2n(M)
pr
→ M with
compact open topology. Define
∆q(M) ⊂ Folq(M)× Ω
2(M)
∆q(M) := {(F , ω) : ω
n
|TF} 6= 0
Obviously (F0, ω0) ∈ ∆q(M). In this setting Fernandes and Frejlich has proved the following
Theorem 1.1. ([7]) Let M2n+q be an open manifold with (F0, ω0) ∈ ∆q(M) be given. Then
there exists a homotopy (Ft, ωt) ∈ ∆q(M) such that ω1 is dF1-closed (actually exact).
In the language of poisson geometry the above result 1.1 takes the following form. Let
π ∈ Γ(∧2TM) be a bi-vectorfield on M , define #π : T ∗M → TM as #π(η) = π(η,−). If
Im(#π) is a regular distribution then π is called a regular bi-vectorfield.
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Theorem 1.2. Let M2n+q be an open manifold with a regular bi-vectorfield π0 on it such that
Im(#π) is an integrable distribution then π0 can be homotoped through such bi-vectorfields to
a poisson bi-vectorfield π1.
In 1.1 above dF is the tangential exterior derivative, i.e, for η ∈ Γ(∧
kT ∗F), dFη is defined
by the following formula
dFη(X0, X1, ..., Xk) = Σi(−1)
iXi(η(X0, .., Xˆi, .., Xk))
+Σi<j(−1)
i+jη([Xi, Xj], X0, .., Xˆi, .., Xˆj , .., Xk)
where Xi ∈ Γ(TF). So if we extend a F -leafwise closed k-form η, i.e, dFη = 0, to a form η
′
by the requirement that ker(η′) = νF , where νF is the normal bundle to F , then dη′ = 0.
In order to fix the foliation in 1.1 the foliated manifold (M,F) must be uniformly open.
Let us define this notion.
Definition 1.3. ([1]) A foliated manifold (M,F) is called uniformly open if there exists a
function f :M → [0,∞) such that
(1) f is proper,
(2) f has no leafwise local maxima,
(3) f is F-generic.
So let us explain the notion F -generic. In order to do so we need to define the singularity
set Σ(i1,i2,...,ik)(f) for a map f :M →W . Σi1(f) is the set
{p ∈M : dim(ker(df)p) = i1}
It was proved by Thom [9] that for most maps Σi1(f) is a submanifold of M . So we can
restrict f to Σi1(f) and construct Σ(i1,i2)(f) and so on. In [9] it has been proved that there
exists Σ(i1,...,ik) ⊂ Jk(M,W ) such that (jkf)−1Σ(i1,...,ik) = Σ(i1,...,ik)(f).
Let us set W = R as this is the only situation we need. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold
with a leaf F . Define the restriction map
rF : J
k(M,R)→ Jk(F,R) : jkf(x) 7→ jk(f|F )(x)
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Define foliated analogue of the singularity set as
Σ
(i1,i2,...,ik)
F := ∪{F leaf of F}r
−1
F Σ
(i1,i2,...,ik)
Definition 1.4. ([1]) A smooth real valued function f : M → R is called F-generic if the
first jet j1f ⋔ Σ
(n)
F and the second jet j
2f ⋔ Σ
(i1,i2)
F for all (i1, i2).
We refer the reader to [1] for more details. Under this hypothesis Bertelson proved the
following
Theorem 1.5. ([1]) If M is open and (M,F) be a uniformly open foliated manifold and
let ω0 be a F-leafwise non-degenerate 2-form then ω0 can be homotoped through F-leafwise
non-degenerate 2-forms to a F-leafwise symplectic form.
She also constructed counter examples in [2] that without these conditions the above the-
orem fails. A contact analogue of Bertelson’s result on any manifold (open or closed) has
recently been proved in [4] by Borman, Eliashberg and Murphy. We will use this theorem in
our argument. So let us state the theorem.
Theorem 1.6. ([4]) Let M2n+q+1 be any manifold equipped with a co-dimension-q foliation F
on it and let (α0, β0) ∈ Γ(T
∗F⊕∧2T ∗F) be given such that α0∧β
n
0 is nowhere vanishing, then
there exists a homotopy (αt, βt) ∈ Γ(T
∗F ⊕ ∧2T ∗F) such that αt ∧ β
n
t is nowhere vanishing
and β1 = dFα1.
Definition 1.7. By a homotopy of singular foliation Ft, t ∈ I on a manifold M we mean a
regular foliation F on M × I. The singular locus Σt of Ft is given by
Σt = {(x, t) ∈M × {t} : F(x,t) not ⋔ to M × {t}}
Now we state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 1.8. Let M2n+q be a closed manifold with q = 2 and (F0, ω0) ∈ ∆q(M) be given.
Then there exists a homotopy Ft of singular foliations on M with singular locus Σt and a
homotopy of two forms ωt such that the restriction of (ωt) to TFt is non-degenerate and ω1
is dF1-closed, i.e, (F1, ω1) is a symplectic foliation (singular).
It is known from Theorem:1.5.6 of [3] and Theorem:2.14 of [10] that a symplectic foliation
determines a poisson structure. Moreover any foliation (singular or regular) with a leafwise
non-degenerate 2-form determines a bivectorfield. Hence in terms of poisson geometry 1.8
states
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Theorem 1.9. Let M2n+q be a closed manifold with q = 2 and π0 be a regular bi-vectorfield
of rank 2n on it such Im(#π0) is integrable distribution. Then there exists a homotopy of
bi-vectorfields πt, t ∈ I (not regular) such that Im(#πt) is integrable and π1 is a poisson
bi-vectorfield.
We organize the paper as follows. In section-2 we shall explain the preliminaries of the
theory of h-principle and of wrinkle maps which are needed in the proof of 1.8 which we
present in section-3.
2. Preliminaries
We begin with the theory of h-principle. Let X →M be any fiber bundle and let X(r) be
the space of r-jets of jerms of sections of X →M and jrf : M → X(r) be the r-jet extension
map of the section f :M → X . A section F :M → X(r) is called holonomic if there exists a
section f : M → X such that F = jrf . In the following we use the notation Op(A) to denote
a small open neighborhood of A ⊂M which is unspecified.
Theorem 2.1. ([5] Holonomic Approximation Theorem) Let A ⊂ M be a polyhedron of
positive co-dimension and Fz : Op(A) → X
(r) be a family of sections parametrized by a cube
Im, m = 0, 1, 2, ... such that Fz is holonomic for z ∈ Op(∂I
m). Then for given small ε, δ > 0
there exists a family of δ-small (in the C0-sense) diffeotopies hτz :M →M, τ ∈ [0, 1], z ∈ I
m
and a family of holonomic sections F˜z : Op(h
1
z(A))→ X
(r), z ∈ Im such that
(1) hτz = idM and F˜z = Fz for all z ∈ Op(∂I
m)
(2) dist(F˜z(x), (Fz)|Oph1z(A)(x)) < ε for all x ∈ Op(h
1
z(A))
Remark 2.2. Relative version of 2.1 is also true. More precisely let the sections Fz be already
holonomic on Op(B) for a sub-polyhedron B of A, then the diffeotopies hτz can be made to be
fixed on Op(B) and F˜z = Fz on Op(B).
Let R be a subset of X(r). Then R is called a differential relation of order r. R is said
to satisfy h-principle if any section F : M → R ⊂ X(r) can be homotopped to a holonomic
section F˜ :M →R ⊂ X(r) through sections whose images are contained in R.
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Now we briefly recall preliminaries of wrinkled maps following [6]. Consider the following
maps
w, e : Rq−1 × R2n × R→ Rq−1 × R
ws(y, x, z) = (y, z
3 + 3(|y|2 − 1)z − Σs1x
2
i +Σ
2n
s+1x
2
i )
es(y, x, z) = (y, z
3 + 3|y|2z − Σs1x
2
i +Σ
2n
s+1x
2
i )
where y ∈ Rq−1, z ∈ R and x ∈ R2n. Observe that the singular locus of ws is
Σ(ws) = {x = 0, z
2 + |y|2 = 1}
Let D be the disc enclosed by Σ(ws), i.e,
D = {x = 0, z2 + |y|2 ≤ 1}
A fibered map over B is given by a map f : U → V , where U ⊂ M and V ⊂ Q with
submersions a : U → B and b : V → B such that b ◦ f = a.
Denote by TBM and TBQ, the distributions i.e, subbundles ker(a) ⊂ TM and ker(b) ⊂ TQ
respectively. The fibered differential df|TBM is denoted by dBf . A fibered submersion is a map
f as above such that dBf is fiberwise surjective. Similarly we can define fibered epimorphism
φ : TBM → TBQ and a homotopy of fibered epimorphism is family of fibered epimorphisms φt.
Now we define the equivalence of fibered maps. So consider two fibered maps f : U → V
and f ′ : U ′ → V ′ over the base B and B′ with submersions a, b and a′, b′ respectively. f and
f ′ are called equivalent if there exist open subsets A ⊂ B, A′ ⊂ B′, W ⊂ V , W ′ ⊂ V ′ with
diffeomorphisms φ : U → U ′, ψ : W → W ′ and s : A → A′ such that the following diagram
commutes.
U
f
//
φ
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
a
✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻
W
ψ
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
b
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞
U ′
f ′
//
a′   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
W ′
b′}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
A′
A
s
OO
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Observe that if we consider the projection on first k-factors, where k < q− 1, then ws is a
fibered map.
Definition 2.3. ([6]) A fibered map f : M2m+q → Qq between smooth manifolds is called a
fibered wrinkled map if there exists a disjoint union of open subsets U1, ..., Ul ⊂ M such that
f|M−U is a fibered submersion, where U = ∪
l
1Ui and f|Ui is equivalent to ws, for some s.
It is called an embryo if f|Ui is equivalent to es, for some s.
A special wrinkle map is a map αˆ : Ω× R→ Rn, (Ω ⊂ Rn−1 − open) given by
αˆ(x1, ..., xn) = (x1, ..., xn−1, α(x1, ..., xn))
where α is given by
α(x1, ..., xn) = x
3
n − 3µ1(x1, ..., xn−1)xn + µ2(x1, ..., xn−1)
where µ1, µ2 are arbitrary functions. The singularity set Σ of αˆ is given by
Σ = {(x1, ..., xn−1) : x
2
n = µ1(x1, ..., xn−1)}
We refer to [6] for more details on special wrinkle.
Let p : R2n+q → R2n+q−1 be the projection on the first 2n + q − 1 factors and let
β : [a, b] → R be a 1-dimensional wrinkle i.e, β is a Morse function with two critical points
c and d respectively with c the maximum and d the minimum. Then β(c) − β(d) is called
the span of the wrinkle β. If f = αˆ is a special wrinkle then for each x′ ∈ Ω the restriction
α|p−1(x′) is either non-singular, a wrinkle or an embryo. The function sf (x
′) = span(α|p−1(x′))
is called the span function of the wrinkle f .
The base of f is p(Σ). A wrinkle is called small if both its base and span is small.
We refer the reader [6] for more details. By combining Lemma-2.1B and Lemma-2.2B of
[6] we get the following
Theorem 2.4. ([6]) Let g : In → Iq be a fibered submersion over Ik and θ : In → In be a
fibered wrinkled map over Ik with one wrinkle. Then there exists a fibered wrinkled map ψ
with very small wrinkles and which agrees with θ near ∂In such that g ◦ψ is a fibered wrinkled
map.
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For the definition of ψ in the conclusion of 2.4 above please see the Appendix 4. But it
does not contain a proof for which we refer [6].
3. Main Theorem
In this section we prove 1.8.
Consider M˜ = M × R and let us denote the co-dimension-q foliation F0 × R on M˜ by F˜
with a F˜-leafwise one form α0 such that α0(∂s) = 1 and ker(α0)|(x,s) = TxF0. Observe that
if we extend ω0 to M˜ by the requirement that ω0(∂s,−) = 0, then (α0 ∧ ω
n
0 )|T F˜ 6= 0. Let
(ω0)|T F˜ = β0. Then (α0, β0) is a F˜ -leafwise almost contact structure. Then according 1.6
there exists a homotopy of pairs (αt, βt) defining a homotopy of F˜ -leafwise almost contact
structures consisting of a F˜ -leafwise one form αt and a F˜ -leafwise two form βt such that
β1 = dF˜α1, i.e, (α1, β1) is a F˜ -leafwise contact structure. Now let Lt = ker(αt) ⊂ T F˜ and
G1t = Lt ⊕ νF˜ ⊕ R, where νF˜ is the normal bundle.
Now observe that the embedding f0 : M → M × {0} →֒ M˜ × R is ⋔ to F˜ × R and
Im(df0)∩(T F˜×R) = L0. First extend βt to M˜ and call it β˜t in such a way that ker(β˜t) = νF˜ .
Let Xt = ker(βt) be the vector field on M˜ and consider the family of 2-dimensional foliation
Gt generated by Xt and ∂w, where w is the R-variable in M˜ × R. Observe that αt ∧ dw is a
Gt-leafwise symplectic form.
Now we shall perturb f0 by a homotopy of immersions ft such that ft will be tangent to
F˜ ×R only on Σt and on M −Σt, ft ⋔ F˜ ×R (observe that non-transversallity does not mean
tangency in this context), i.e, Im(dft)∩ (T F˜ ×R) is of dimension 2n and Im(dft)∩ (T F˜ ×R)
is close to Lt. As β˜t
n
|Lt 6= 0, we conclude that the restriction of β˜t+αt ∧dw is non-degenerate
on Im(dft)∩T F˜ ×R. Hence we only need to set Ft = f
−1
t (F˜ ×R) and ωt = f
∗
t e
w(β˜t+αt∧dw).
First divide the interval I as
I = ∪N1 [(i − 1)/N, i/N ]
and assume that ft is defined on [0, (i− 1)/N ]. Observe that the limit
limx→Σ(i−1)/N Im(df(i−1)/N ) ∩ (T F˜ × R)
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exists and is of dimension 2n and is close to L(i−1)/N . Let L¯(i−1)/N ⊂ T F˜ × R be the
2n-dimensional distribution which equals Im(df(i−1)/N ) ∩ T F˜ × R on M − Σ(i−1)/N and on
Σ(i−1)/N it is the limit. Set ν(i−1)/N = Im(df(i−1)/N )/L¯(i−1)/N and G
i
t, t ∈ [(i − 1)/N, i/N ]
as
Git = Lt ⊕ ν(i−1)/N
Observe that Im(df(i−1)/N ) approximates G
i
(i−1)/N . So if N is large then there exists a fam-
ily of monomorphisms Ft, t ∈ [(i − 1)/N, i/N ] such that F(i−1)/N = df(i−1)/N and Im(Ft)
approximates Git and hence Ft tangent to T F˜ × R only on a slightly perturbed Σ(i−1)/N .
Choose a triangulation of M which is fine and Σ(i−1)/N ⊂ A, where A is the (2n+ q − 1)-
skeleton of the triangulation. As the triangulation is fine all (2n + q)-simplices under the
image of f(i−1)/N is contained in a neighborhood diffeomorphic to I
2n+q+2 and on it F˜ × R
is given by the projection π : I2n+q+2 → Iq (projection on the first q-factors).
Without loss of generality let us assume Ft is defined for t ∈ I instead of t ∈ [(i−1)/N, i/N ].
Let
F¯t = Fσ(t)
where σ : I → I is a smooth map such that σ = 0 on [0, ε] ∪ [1 − ε, 1] and σ = 1 on a
neighborhood of 1/2. Observe that F¯t is holonomic for t ∈ ∂I.
Use 2.1 for F¯t to get a family of immersions f¯t defined on Op(h
1
t (A)) so that df¯t approx-
imates F¯t on Op(h
1
t (A)), where h
τ
t is δ small with h
1
t = id for t ∈ [0, ε] ∪ [1 − ε, 1]. The δ
above will be used later so the reader needs to keep note of this fact. We approximate F¯t by
F ′t such that F
′
t = df¯t on Op(h
1
t (A)).
It is enough to consider one simplex ∆. Let ∆′ ⊂ ∆ be a 2δ-smaller simplex so that h1t (∆)
does not intersect ∆′, δ is produced by applying 2.1 to F¯t above.
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∆′ ⊂ ∆
←→
2δ
Define monomorphisms F˜ δt depending on δ as follows. On Op(∂∆), set F˜
δ
t = d(f¯t ◦ h
1
t ).
Now observe there exists an isotopy of embeddings
g˜τ : ∆−Op(∂∆)→ ∆−Op(∂∆)
such that g˜0 = id and g˜1(∆ − Op(∂∆)) = ∆
′. Any element of (∆ − Op(∂∆)) −∆′ is of the
form g˜τ (x), x ∈ ∂(∆−Op(∂∆)) for some value of τ .
∆′ ⊂ ∆−Op(∂∆)
∆′
In the above picture ∆′ is represented by the inner rectangle and the outer rectangle rep-
resents ∆ − Op(∂∆). The complement of ∆′ in the above picture shrinks and eventually
vanishes by g˜τ as τ varies from 0 to 1.
Let γxt : I →M be the path
γxt (τ) = h
1−2τ
t (x), τ ∈ [0, 1/2]
= g˜2τ−1(x), τ ∈ [1/2, 1]
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Set (F˜ δt )g˜τ (x) = (F
′
t )γxt (τ). Observe that γ
x
t (1) = g˜1(x) ∈ ∂∆
′. As F˜ δt -agrees with F
′
t along
∂∆′, we can extend F˜ δt on ∆ by defining it to be F
′
t on ∆
′. Observe that
Σδt = {F˜
δ
t tangent to T F˜ × R} ⊂ ∆−∆
′
The next theorem 3.1 extends ft from t ∈ [0, (i − 1)/N ] to t ∈ [0, i/N ]. To start the process
i.e, to extend f0 to ft, t ∈ [0, 1/N ] we take a fine triangulation of M so that image under
f0 of all top dimensional simplices lies in a neighborhood diffeomorphic to I
2n+q+2 and on it
F˜ × R is given by the projection on the first q factors π : I2n+q+2 → Iq.
Theorem 3.1. Let Iδ = [δ, 1 − δ], Iε = [ε, 1− ε] with ε = ε(δ) < δ and (F
δ
t , b
δ
t ) : TI
2n+q →
TI2n+q+2 be a family of monomorphisms such that
(1) F δt = db
δ
t on I
2n+q − I2n+qε(δ) , F
δ
0 = db
δ
0 on I
2n+q
(2) F δt ⋔ L on I
2n+q
δ for all t and Im(F
δ
t )∩TL is of dimension 2n and is close to Lt for
all t on I2n+qδ
(3) Σδt = {F
δ
t tangent to TL} ⊂ (I
2n+q − I2n+qδ )
where L is the foliation on I2n+q+2 induced by the projection π : I2n+q+2 → Iq (projection
on the first q-factors), L˜ is such that L = L˜ × I and Lt ⊂ T L˜ is a family of 2n-dimensional
distribution. Then there is a δ′′ and a family of immersions ft : I
2n+q → I2n+q+2 such that
(1) ft = b
δ′′
t on I
2n+q − I2n+qε(δ′′)/2
(2) (π ◦ ft)|I2n+q
δ′′
is a wrinkle map
(3) If Σt(I
2n+q − I2n+qδ′′ ) = {x ∈ I
2n+q − I2n+qδ′′ : ft(x) tangent to L}, then on (I
2n+q −
I2n+qδ′′ )−Σt(I
2n+q−I2n+qδ′′ ), ft ⋔ L, Im(dft)∩TL is of dimension 2n and is close to Lt.
Moreover we can modify ft near the wrinkles such that ft becomes tangent to L along the
wrinkles.
Remark 3.2. Observe that 3.1 above completes the induction process and hence the proof of
1.8 and 1.9.
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Proof. Let σ : I → I be a smooth map such that σ = 0 on I − Iε(δ) and σ = 1 on a
neighborhood of 1/2. Let
F δ : T (I × I2n+q)→ T (I × I2n+q+2)
be monomorphisms given by the matrix
F δ(t,x) =

 1 0
∂tb
δ
σ(t)(x) F
δ
σ(t)(x)


Which covers bδ(t, x) = (t, bδσ(t)(x)). So F
δ = dbδ on I × (I2n+q − I2n+qε(δ) ). Let χ
δ :
I2n+q+1 → I be a smooth map such that χδ = 0 on I2n+q+1 − I2n+q+1ε(δ) and χ
δ = 1 on
I2n+q+1δ′ , δ
′ < δ.
Set Ξτ : I
2n+q → I2n+q, τ ∈ I as
Ξτ (x1, ..., x2n+q) = (x1, ..., xq−1, (1 − χ
δ)xq − χ
δ(ητ − xq), xq+1, ..., x2n+q)
Where η > 0 is so small such that xq−ηχ
δ remains non negative. Now set (F δτ )(t,x) = F
δ
(t,Ξτ (x))
which covers bδτ (t, x) = b
δ(t,Ξτ (x)). Observe that
(1) F δτ = db
δ = dbδτ on (I − Iε(δ))× (I
q−1 − Iq−1ε(δ) )× I × (I
2n − I2nε(δ))
(2) F δ0 = db
δ = dbδτ on I × I
q−1 × [0, ε(δ)]× I2n as χδ = 0 on it.
(3) F δ1 = db
δ = dbδτ on I × I
q−1 × [1− ε(δ), 1]× I2n as χδ = 0 on it.
Moreover observe that F δ0 is holonomic and for τ ∈ Iδ
Σδτ = {F
δ
τ not ⋔ to TL× R
2} ⊂ I2n+q+1 − I2n+q+1δ
Using the 2.1 we can approximate F δτ on Op(h
1
τ (I × I
q−1×{1/2}× I2n)) by df δτ , where f
δ
τ
is a family of immersions defined on Op(h1τ (I × I
q−1 × {1/2} × I2n)). Observe that 2.1 can
not be applied directly as F δ1 is not holonomic but this can be achieved by reparametrization
of F δτ as follows. First on τ ∈ [0, 1/2] define F
δ
τ = F
δ
2τ and on [1/2, 1] define F
δ
τ = F
δ
2−2τ , so
now we can apply 2.1 but after applying it we will have to consider the resulting immersion
only for parameter value on [0, 1/2] and then reparametrize accordingly.
Now consider two smooth functions χi, i = 1, 2 defined as follows
χ1 : [0, 1/2] → [0, 1], χ1 = 0, on Op(0) and χ1 = 1, on Op(1/2). χ2 : [1/2, 1] → [0, 1],
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χ2 = 0, on Op(1/2) and χ2 = 1, on Op(1). Now define gδτ as follows
gδτ = b
δ
0 ◦ gχ1(τ), τ ∈ [0, 1/2]
= f δχ2(τ) ◦ h
1
χ2(τ) ◦ g1, τ ∈ [1/2, 1]
Where gs : I × I
2n+q → I × I2n+q+2, s ∈ I is an isotopy of embeddings defined as follows
I × I2n+q = g0(I × I
2n+q)
gs(I × I
2n+q)
g1(I × I
2n+q)
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gs = id, s ∈ I on (I − Iε(δ)/2) × (I − Iε(δ)/2)
q−1 × I × (I − Iε(δ)/2)
2n. This is shown as
shaded region at the top and bottom in the pictures above.
Let g¯s : I → I be such that g¯0 = id and g¯1(I) ⊂ Op(1/2). Then we set gs = idIε(δ)×idIq−1
ε(δ)
×
g¯s× idI2n
ε(δ)
on Iε(δ)× I
q−1
ε(δ) × I × I
2n
ε(δ). This is shown in the central shaded region in the above
pictures. gs can also be arranged such that g1(Σ
δ
t ) does not intersect I × I
q−1 ×{1/2}× I2n.
In the non-shaded region in the third picture i.e, in the picture of g1(I
2n+q+1),
f δ0 = b
δ
0 and h
1
0 = id
and hence gδτ is well defined. The next part of the proof is same as [6], we include it here for
completion. Although in the last part we need to do some work.
Now observe that for τ ∈ Iδ, {g
δ
τ not ⋔ to L × R} ⊂ (I
2n+q+1 − I2n+q+1δ ).
For an integer l > 0 take a function φl : I → I such that
φl = 1, on I1/(8l)
= 0, outside I1/(16l)
which is increasing on [1/(16l), 1/(8l)] and decreasing on [1− 1/(8l), 1− 1/(16l)]. Set
γl(t) = t+ φl(t)Sin(2πlt), t ∈ I
Let Ji be the interval of length 9/(16l) centered at (2i−1)/2l. Observe that γl is non-singular
outside ∪Ji and (γl)Ji is a wrinkle. Also
∂tγl(t) ≥ l, t ∈ I − ∪Ji
Let χ¯δ : I2n+q+1 → I be such that
χ¯δ = 0, near ∂(I2n+q+1)
= 1, on I2n+q+1ε(δ)
Now we take δ = δ(l) << 1/(16l). Set γ˜l(x) = (1− χ¯
δ(x))xq + χ¯
δ(x)γl(xq). Let λ : I → I, be
such that λ(0) = 0, λ(1) = 1
(1) λ = (2i− 1)/2l, on Ji
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(2) 0 < ∂tλ < 3, on I − ∪Ji
Set g¯δτ = g
δ
λ(τ), τ ∈ I. Now consider
(t, x1, ..., x2n+q)
ρl
→ g¯δxq(t, x1, ..., xq−1, γ˜l(x), xq+1 , ..., x2n+q)
Let θ be the function θ(t, x) = (t, x1, ..., xq−1, γ˜l(x), xq+1, ..., x2n+q). Then θ is a wrinkle map
and as δ = δ(l) << 1/(16l), the wrinkles of θ do not intersect {gδτ not ⋔ to L × R}, for
τ ∈ Iδ. On I × I
q−1 × Ji × I
2n, ρl is of the form g¯
δ(l)
i ◦ θi, where θi = θ|I×Iq−1×Ji×I2n . So
using 2.4 we can replace θi by another wrinkle map ψi such that π ◦ g¯
δ(l)
i ◦ ψi turns out to
be a fibered wrinkle map, fibered over the first factor I. But observe that g¯
δ(l)
i ◦ ψi is not an
immersion. So we need to regularize it.
In the proof of 2.4 in [6] the coordinates has never been altered and kept fixed (Please see
the Appendix 4 bellow). Moreover in the definition of wrinkle map ws and in the definition
of special wrinkle ([6] which has been used in the proof of 2.4 in [6]) the y coordinates are
kept fixed x coordinates dropped and only the z coordinate is changed and in the case of spe-
cial wrinkles only the last coordinate is changed and the rest of the coordinates are kept fixed.
So from the proof of 2.4 in [6] we may assume without loss of generality that for all i,
π ◦ g¯
δ(l)
i ◦ ψi has many wrinkles and near each wrinkle it is of the form
ws(t, y, z, x) = (t, y, z
3 + 3(|(t, y)|2 − 1)z − Σs1x
2
i +Σ
2n
s+1x
2
i )
and on this wrinkle the foliation is induced by π and hence g¯
δ(l)
i ◦ ψi is of the form
(t, y, z, x) 7→ (t, y, z3 + 3(|(t, y)|2 − 1)z − Σs1x
2
i +Σ
2n
s+1x
2
i , a1(t, y, z, x), ..., a2n+2(t, y, z, x))
Its derivative is given by the matrix


Iq 0 0
∗ 3(z2 + |(t, y)|2 − 1) (±2xi)
2n
1
∗ (∂zaj)
2n+2
1 (∂xiaj)
i=2n,j=2n+2
i=1,j=1


In order to regularize it is enough to C1-approximate aj’s by a
′
j ’s. This can be done by
C1-perturbing ψi only in those directions suitably.
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But we shall moreover want the ∂za
′
2n+1 6= 0 along {z
2 + |(t, y)|2 − 1 = 0}, where a′2n+1
corresponds to the R-factor of M˜ =M × R. Moreover we also want ∂y1a
′
2n+2 + 1 6= 0.
Now we need to convert non-transversality into tangency. Let us set ϕ : I2n+q+2 → [0, 1]
be a smooth function such that ϕ = 1 outside a neighborhood of D, where D is the disc which
encloses {z2+ |(t, y)|2− 1 = 0 and x = 0} and on {z2+ |(t, y)|2− 1 = 0}, ϕ = 0 and ∂y1ϕ = 0,
moreover ϕ+ y1∂y1ϕ is non-vanishing outside {z
2+ |(t, y)|2− 1 = 0}. We pictorially show the
graph of ϕ which shows its existence.
Graph of ϕy1 − axis −→
Where the graph touches the horizontal bottom line, i.e, the y1-axis represents the sphere
∂D ∩ {y1 − axis} where
∂D = {z2 + |(t, y)|2 = 1 and x = 0}
Now let y = (y1, ..., yq) in the above. Now replace the resulting map by
(t, y, z, x) 7→ (t, ϕ(t, y, z, x)y1, y2, ..., yq, z
3 + 3(|(t, y)|2 − 1)z − Σs1x
2
i
+Σ2ns+1x
2
i , a
′
1(t, y, z, x), ..., a
′
2n+2(t, y, z, x) + y1 − y1ϕ(t, y, x, z))
Where in the above the last component corresponds to the R-component of M˜ × R, i.e, the
w-variable. Its derivative is given by
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

1 0 0 0 0
∂t(y1ϕ) ϕ+ y1∂y1ϕ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 Iq−2 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 3(z2 + |(t, y)|2 − 1) (±2xi)
2n
1
∗ ∗ ∗ (∂za
′
j)
2n+1
1 (∂xia
′
j)
i=2n,j=2n+1
i=1,j=1
∗ − ∂t(y1ϕ) ∗+ 1− ∂y1(y1ϕ) ∗ − ∂yk(y1ϕ) (∂za
′
2n+2 − ∂z(y1ϕ)) (∂xia
′
2n+2 − ∂xi(y1ϕ))
i=2n
i=1


Now observe that the projections of the column vectors
(0, ∗, 0, 3(z2 + |(t, y)|2 − 1), (∂za
′
j)
2n+1
1 , (∂za
′
2n+2 − ∂z(y1ϕ)))
T
and
(0, ∗, 0, (±2xi)
2n
1 , (∂xia
′
j)
i=2n,j=2n+1
i=1,j=1 , (∂xia
′
2n+2 − ∂xi(y1ϕ))
i=2n
i=1 )
T
onto T F˜ × R are
((∂za
′
j)
2n+1
1 , (∂za
′
2n+2 − ∂z(y1ϕ)))
T
and
((∂xia
′
j)
i=2n,j=2n+1
i=1,j=1 , (∂xia
′
2n+2 − ∂xi(y1ϕ))
i=2n
i=1 )
T
and their projection on T F˜ are
((∂za
′
j)
2n+1
1 )
T
and
((∂xia
′
j)
i=2n,j=2n+1
i=1,j=1 )
T
Whose span was already close to R × Lt. Let us study the effect of the operation on the
second column vector. Outside Op(D) it is (0, 1, 0, ..., 0, ∂y1a
′
2n+2) and on ∂D it is
(0, ..., 0, ∂y1a
′
2n+2 + 1)
Recall ∂y1a
′
2n+2 + 1 6= 0. So we have rotated the vector in order to make the y1 component
of the vector zero and last component of it to be non-zero along ∂D.
Along {gδτ not ⋔ to L×R} ⊂ I
2n+q+1−I2n+q+1δ , τ ∈ Iδ, we can apply the same technique
as above. We rotate the y and z components simultaneously to make them tangent to L×R.
This way we make {gδτ not ⋔ to L× R} to {g
δ
τ tangent to L× R}.
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Note that if q > 2, then along a possible intersection of the three sets
{∂z tangent to L × R} ∩
2
i=1 {∂yi tangent to L × R}
we can not transform {gδτ not ⋔ to L×R} to {g
δ
τ tangent to L×R}, otherwise the rank will
drop and it will no longer be regular.
Let ρ¯l be the regularized map, then ρ¯l is of the form ρ¯l(t, x) = (t, x(t)), where x(t) are
functions of t. So the required family of immersions is given by
ft(x) = x(σ
−1(t)), t ∈ [0, 1/2]
with reparametrization. Clearly ft has the property (1) and (2). Condition (3) follows from
the fact that for large l, dIρl approximates dI g¯
δ
τ on I × I
q−1 × (I − ∪iJi) × I
2n and on
I2n+q+1 − I2n+q+1δ(l) whose proof is same as in 2.3A of [6] and we refer the readers to [6]. As
δ(l) depends on l and ε(δ) depends on δ, we are done. 
Remark 3.3. In 1.9 if we drop the homotopy part then it seems to be possible to show the
existence of the poisson structure π1 even in the case where the codimension-q is bigger that
2.
4. Appendix
Here we define the function ψ as in the conclusion of 2.4. The proof that βˆ (below) is a
wrinkle map is done in the proof of 2.2A in [6].
Let U, V be open domains in Rn and αˆ : U → V be a special wrinkle. Let the sphere
Σ ⊂ U be the singular locus of αˆ and D be dick bounded by Σ.
Consider a smooth even function aM : R→ R+ such that aM (x) =M
2x2 on |x| < (1/3M)
and on |x| > (1/2), aM (x) = |x| moreover ∂xaM (x) > 1/2 for x ≥ 1/3M . Let bN,M be an
odd, 2/N -periodic smooth function which is equal to aM (2Nx+ 1)− 1 on [−1/N, 0]. Define
β(x1, ..., xn) = α(x1, ..., xn) + δρ(x1, ..., xn)(b(x1 − 1/2N) + ...+ b(xn−q − 1/2N))
where δ > 0 is small real number and ρ is a cut-off function on U which equals 1 on a neigh-
borhood of D and 0 outside a compact subset of U .
Then for δ sufficiently small and N andM sufficiently large, ψ = βˆ is the required function.
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